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In [9] Murthy asked if every local complete intersection (Ici) ideal I of 
R = h[X, , X, ,..., X,] (k-any field) with I/I2 free over R/I is a complete 
intersection. 
In this paper we show that all such ideals are the set-theoretic complete 
intersections (stci). This result is derived from Theorem 3 which is a core 
of this paper. 
In the sequel R will always denote a commutative Noetherian ring. ns(M) 
will denote the minimal number of generators of any R-module AZ. In many 
cases when there is no danger of confusion the subscript R will be ommited. 
LEMMA 1. Let I be an ideal of R. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1” v(V) d % 
2” vR,(Is) < n for some s E R such that (I, s) = R. 
Proof. 1 -+ 2. Let X, , x2 ,..., x, be the elements of I such that their images 
in I/I2 form a system of generators of I/I”. We have I2 + (x1 , x2 ,..., x,) = I. So 
I .I/($ , x2 ,.a-, x,) = I2 + (Xl , x2 ,**., X,)/(Xl, x2 ,..*, 5%) = I/(x, , x2 ,-.., 4. 
Using the determinental trick we get e E I such that (e - 1) . I/(x,, x2 ,..., x,) = 0, 
i.e., (e - 1)1 C (x1 , x2 ,..., x,). So vR,(Is) < n where s = e - 1. 
2 ---t 1. We have I/I” E Is/Is2 since every element of I/I2 is uniquely 
divisible by s. So v(I/12) < n. 
In the sequel U”(R) will denote the set of all unimodular vectors in R”. 
There is a natural action of GL(n, R) on the set U”(R). The orbits of this action 
correspond bijectively to the isomorphism classes of projective R-modules P 
satisfying P @ R N R”. 
If f: R -+ S is a ring homomorphism, then there is an induced map of sets 
U”(R)/GL(n, R) --f V(S)/GL(n, S). In the sequel x, will denote the image of 
x E M in M, where M is an R-module and s E R. 
Let now I be an ideal of R with v(I/12) < n. By Lemma 1 there exist 
x1 , xe ,..., x, E I and s E R such that I, = (xi , x2 ,..., x,) and (I, s) = R. We can 
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assume after a possible change of s to some power of s that sZC (x1 , x2 ,.,., x,). 
Let s’ E Z be such that (s, s’) = R. 
In particular we get that ss’ E (x, , xa ,..., x,). So [x1 , x2 ,..., x,1,,, E .??(R,,,) 
defines an element of U”(R,,,)/GL(n, R,,,) which we shall also denote by 
rx, , x2 I..., %J,,~ . 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that [xl , x2 ,..., x,1,,, E U”(R,,,)/GL(n, R,,,) is in 
the image of the map U”(R,,)/GL(n, R,,) --j W(R,,,)/GL(n, R,,,) which is induced 
by the localization homomorphism R,, + R,,, . Then Z is a homomorphic image 
of a projective R-module of rank n. 
Proof. By our assumption we get [a, , a2 ,..., an] E U”(R,,) and y E GL(n, R,,,) 
such that y([x, , xa ,..., x,1,,,) = [a, , a2 ,..., anIs . We define two homomorphisms 
and 
They are both surjective. The following diagram 
where fl denotes the transpose of y is commutative. So Z is a homomorphic 
image of the projective R-module of rank n which is free over RR, and R,, and 
whose patch is given by yT (Spec R = Spec R, v Spec R,, since (s, s’) = R). 
Remark. If n = 2 then the assumption of Proposition 2 is satisfied since 
stably free projectives of rank 1 are free. So we have obtained a nonhomological 
proof of a result which is in spirit of Serre’s lemma. 
The assumption of Proposition 2 is also satisfied if n = 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let Z be an ideal of a connected ring R with v(Z/Z2) < n. Then 
there exists an ideal J C I such that rad J = rad I and J is a homomorphic image 
of a projective module of rank n. 
Proof. If n = 0, I = 0 and there is nothing to prove. If n = 1 we put 
J = I. So we may assume that n > 2. 
As in the paragraph preceding the Proposition 2 we get x, , x2 ,..., x, E I and 
SE RsuchthatI,=(x,, x2,..., x,)and(Z, s) = R. We put J = (x1, x2 ,..., x,-~) + 
p-l)!. rad J = radZ and JCZ. We have JS = (x1 ,x2,..., x,-~, x:-l’!) 
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and (J, s) = R since rad J = rad I. Again [x1 , x2 ,..., m x,-~ , .v~-‘)!]~~J E
V(R,,,) where s’ E J and (s, s’) = R. By [lo] [x1, xa ,..., x,-r, x:-‘)!]~~, 
defines a free module over R,,! . So the assumption of Proposition 2 is satisfied 
and we obtain that 1 is a homomorphic image of a projective module of rank n 
which was to be proved. 
Remarks. 1” We shall see later that in general it is not possible to put J = I. 
2” Suppose that x1, x2 ,..., x, is a regular sequence in R, which we can 
always assume provided that htl = n and R is Cohen-Macaulay. Then it is 
easily seen that [J] = (n - l)![I] in W,(R)-the nth component of the Chow 
group of Spec R [2, 51. That is reminiscent of the Grothendieck’s result [7] 
which says that (n - l)!E where E is any cycle of codimension n of a quasi- 
projective (nonsingular) variety V can be represented up to the rational equiva- 
lence as a Chern class of some element of KO(V). Compare also [6]. 
COROLLARY 4. Let I be an ideal of a ring R. Suppose that all the projective 
R-modules are free. Then I is generated up to the radical by v(I/12) elements. 
Proof. If follows from our assumption that R is connected. So we can 
apply Theorem 3 and we infer that I is generated up to the radical by v(I/12) 
elements. 
Remark. There are two possibilities: Either v(I) = v(I/12) or v(I) = 
v(I/12) + 1. The above result is of interest only in the second case. 
COROLLARY 5. Let R be a ring with the property that all the projective 
R-modules are free. Suppose I is a lci ideal of R with I/I2 free over R/I. Then 
I is a stci ideal. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 4 that rad I = rad J where J is generated 
by n =: v(I/12) elements. We have depth J = depth I = n. So 1 is generated 
by a regular sequence [8, Theorem 1251. 
Remark. For any n 3 1 one can construct a regular domain R, and a Ici 
ideal I,, of R, with I,/In2-free over R,/In of rank n and such that I, is not a 
stci ideal. These examples are “generic.” 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a regular domain with x0(R) = 0 and dim R = n 
where n is odd. Suppose that a maximal ideal m of R with htm = n is a homo- 
morphic image of a projective R-module of rank n. Then m is a complete intersection 
ideal. 
First we need the following two easy lemmas which are implicitly contained 
in [3]. 
LEMMA 7. Let e, a E R where e2 = e. Then (e, a) = (e + (e - 1)a). 
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Proof. We have e = e(e + (e - 1)~). So e E (e + (e - 1)~). It follows that 
a E (e + (e - 1)~) and (e, a) = (e + (e - 1)~). 
LEMMA 8. Let I = (I’, a) where I and I’ are the ideals of R and a E R. If 
v(l’/P) < n - 1 then a(I) < 72. 
Proof. The proof of the first part of Lemma 1 shows that there exist 
Xl , x2 ,.‘.> G-1 9 e EI’ such that (e - 1)1’ C (xi , x2 ,..., x,-r). In particular we 
get that I’ = (xi , x2 ,..., x,-i , e) and e2 - e E (xi , x2 ,..., x,-J. By Lemma 7 
the ideal I/(x, , x2 ,..., x,-i) C R/(x, , x2 ,..., x,-J is principal. So v(I) < n 
which was to be proved. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let n = 1. Then R is a principal ideal ring and the 
Theorem is true. So we can assume that 1z > 3. We have an exact sequence 
P +f m + 0 where P is stably free of rank n. By the Bass Cancellation Theorem 
P @ R ‘v Rn+l. It follows from [l] that P N R @P’ since n + 1 is even. 
So m = (I, a) where I = j(P’) an d a E R. We have I = xl’ where htI’ > 2 
since R is factorial. Suppose x E m. Then m = (x, a) which is absurd since 
n > 3. So I’ C m and m = (I’, a). After a possible replacement of I by I’ we 
can assume that htI 2 2 (I’ is a homomorphic image of P’). P’/IP’ is a stably 
free module of rank n - 1 over R/I. We have n - 1 = rkP’/IP’ > dim R/I + 1 
since htl > 2. So P’lIP’ is free over R/I and v(I/I”) < n - I since I/I” is a 
homomorphic image of P‘/IP’. So v(m) < n by Lemma 8. From the regularity 
assumption on R it follows that m is a complete intersection ideal. 
Remark. Let R denote the coordinate ring of the three-dimensional real 
sphere S3 and let m be a maximal ideal of R corresponding to a rational point 
of S3. M. R. Gabel has proved that m is not a complete intersection ideal. 
By [4] we have RO(R) = 0. So it follows from Theorem 6 that m is not a homo- 
morphic image of a projective R-module of rank 3 which justifies the remark 
made after Theorem 3. 
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Note added in proof. Our statement that every lci ideal I of R = k[X, , X2 ,..., X,,] 
with I/P free over R/I is a set theoretic complete intersection obviously assumes the Serre 
conjecture which was proved independently by Quillen and Suslin. 
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